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Daniel Way's hilarious, action-packed run begins here! When the Merc with a Mouth is hired to rub

out Wolverine, sparks will fly! But when both men can regenerate any wound in minutes, how can

either one expect to finish off his foe? And whoever wins will have to face Wolverine's murderous

son, Daken! Then: The Skrulls have infiltrated Earth, but nobody warned them about Deadpool! The

invaders replicate Deadpool's healing factor in a new generation of Super-Skrulls - but why is

Deadpool himself leading this brigade against Earth? And when Norman Osborn double-crosses

Deadpool, the maniacal merc unleashes a full-on assault against Avengers Tower! Norman must

pull out all the stops - and that means deploying his new team of bloodthirsty, black-ops

Thunderbolts! COLLECTING: WOLVERINE: ORIGINS 21-25, DEADPOOL (2008) 1-12,

THUNDERBOLTS 130-131 and DEADPOOL SAGA
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Deadpool is one of my favorite mutants, so I wanted to get a collection of comics that did the

character justice. I'm usually not interested in newer comics because they are always very

outlandish and different from the original Marvel idea but this collection (I think) stuck to the original

authentic Deadpool and didn't deviate much. Love the writer of this series, he really knows how to

infuse the right amount of comedy, badass-ness, and action into a Deadpool comic. Great

illustration, very vivid and colorful.It was way cheaper to buy this book on  as opposed to Barnes

and Noble or an actual comic book store because those venues sell it by the original publication



price of $34.99 which I thought was a bit much. It was also cheaper to buy this collection than to go

out and buy all of the individual comic books from this series because those were about $14.99

each. You get all twelve comic books plus some extra comics from other series by the author for

around $25. WORTH IT.

High quality. Love the style of everything. And Deadpool is hilarious. This is my first time reading a

marvel comic, and I only did so because the new movie was hands down the best movie I've ever

seen. I won't lie, I do find it a little hard to follow sometimes, be it because I'm stupid or because it

jumps around so much. But regardless, I haven't laughed this much reading something in a while. I

would recommend it. Not to mention I got it so quickly! Two days is unheard of in the real world, lol

Funny read. The many voices sometimes confuse me but I guess the author does that to show

dead pool's confusion. Great buy. Bought this at a store without realizing I bought out of order so I

have to backtrack.

Even though this is a more recent version of DP, it's a great jumping on point for readers new to the

character as well as longtime fans. The book has a perfect mix of everything Deadpool: violence,

pop culture references, and a great sense of humor. I can't wait to have the whole collection of this

series on my shelf!

I imagine I am one of thousands of people who have started buying Deadpool comics (that's Mr.

Pool to you. . . ) after having watched the movie. I won't give away anything in the way of spoilers,

but just a great read. Something to tide you over until a new movie comes out, haha.

I love it. I've never read the deadpool comics but I've always liked the character ever since i

discovered him in marvel ultimate alliance for the first Xbox. I've always thought comedy was the

purest form of entertainment and a character based on the idea is good with me. I've never read the

classic deadpools but since there are 10 of those collections and only 4 of this version, I figured I'd

start with this new stuff first. And then I won't have the problem that some other people are having of

thinking its not true to the original because I've never seen the original yet. But I'm sure I'll like them

both this way.

I'm not a big fan of Daniel Way's take on Deadpool. That being said, in my opinion, this volume one



collection is where you will find his best work. I will give Daniel Way credit for being the funniest

writer for Deadpool. Check out the Deadpool Video Game if you want to see what I"m talking about.

In this volume , Daniel Way will offer the most depth to Deadpool. Overall it was a fun read, and I

would highly recommend this volume..

This volume is well done and so much fun. You get the relevant tie ins plus loads of Deadpool

awesomeness. One of my favorites is the story line with Bullseye (dark Hawkeye). I laughed the

whole time.I think Daniel Ways Deadpool is amazing. No, its not Joe Kellys but its still fantastic. I'd

definitely recommend this volume to anyone looking to check out the Merc with a Mouth. It will not

disappoint.
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